Strassen's algorithm multiplies two numerical matrices fast, but when applied to interval matrices, leads to excess width. We use Rump's interval arithmetic to propose an interval version of Strassen's algorithm whose only excess width is in second order terms.
ing webpages { include matrix multiplication, and multiplication of large matrices often takes a signi cant portion of the algorithm's running time. It is therefore desirable to multiply matrices fast.
The product C = AB = (c ij ) i;j of the matrices A = (a ij ) i;j and B = (b ij ) i;j is de ned as c ij = X k a ik b kj : (1) A straightforward algorithm for computing the product of two n n matrices therefore requires O(n) arithmetic operations to compute each of n n elements c ij { to the total of O(n 3 ) operations.
The rst faster algorithm was proposed by Strassen in his 1969 paper 7]; this algorithm enables us to multiply two matrices in time O(n log 2 7 ) (i.e., in O(n 2:81 ) steps). Since then, even faster algorithms have been proposed; the fastest one 2] requires only O(n 2:376 ) steps.
For a detailed description of Strassen's algorithm, its advantages and disadvantages, and more recent matrix multiplication algorithms see 3]. In particular, according to this exposition, one of the main disadvantages of Strassen's and similar algorithms is that they are much more numerically unstable than the straightforward O(n 3 ) matrix multiplication. the resulting dependency problems leads to excess width. Of course, we can apply algebraic transformations to eliminate this dependency { but then we are back to the expression (1), i.e., we lose speed.
In this paper, we show that we can decrease the excess width while preserving the algorithm's speed.
Rump's operations. In our algorithm, instead of the standard formulas for interval computations { formulas that describe, for arithmetic expressions, the exact range { we will use the simpli ed formulas rst proposed by S. Rump (see, e.g. For addition and subtraction, these formulas are the same as the standard ones (and thus, lead to the exact interval range). For multiplication, if we only consider the rst order terms in terms of the half-widths a and b of the intervals a and b, the new formula is exact; it does, however, lead to excess width if we take second order terms into account.
We are using these not very exact formulas because they are faster (as the very title of Rump's paper 6] shows), and they are exact when it comes to rst order terms.
Resulting algorithm. For each interval matrix A with elements a ij = e a ij ? a ij ; e a ij + a ij ], let us denote, by e A, the matrix formed by midpoints e a ij , and by A , the matrix formed by the interval half-widths a ij .
Applying Rump's formulas to the expression (1) 
These formulas reduces the multiplication of two n n interval matrices to 3 multiplications of n n numerical matrices (and also three additions and subtractions of matrices, which only take O(n 2 ) time). Thus, if we use the O(n log 2 7 ) Strassen's algorithm to multiply the corresponding numerical matrices, we thus get a O(n log 2 7 ) algorithm for computing interval matrices. 
